Speed, style and mobility
These are the things we've maximized for our SW10.
Whether at home or in the office, they are the perfect
complement to any gaming or office chair, and they
will fit into nearly all common models thanks to their
universal 11 x 22 mm stem size.
The casters, which are modeled on those of
inline skates, are made of polyurethane and
are so not only durable but also especially
gentle on sensitive floor materials. Without
leaving behind scratches, the wheels will
gently glide across all suitable floor surfaces.
At the same time, they rotate so smoothly that
they are barely audible and neither disturb nor
distract.

Ideal for all Floor Surfaces
Don't fancy floor mats or rugs? The SW10 are the optimal alternative,
providing reliable protection against scratches and streaks.
In contrast to conventional casters made of hard plastic or metal, the SW10
can be used directly on many kinds of surfaces such as wood, carpet or
tiles.
Sensitive wood flooring will benefit the most from the stable wheel treads.

Easy to Install
The SW10 can be mounted onto the chair easily and within seconds without having to use any
tools. With minimum effort, the castor stem is simply pushed into the five-star base.
The 11 x 22 mm stem makes the castors universally suitable for most office and swivel chairs.

Super-Fast, Super Quiet
Especially precise ball bearings
provide each of the SW10 with a
considerable degree of mobility and
speed.
Two ball bearings are integrated in
the wheel, enabling it to roll across
the floor without resistance and
with a noticeable smoothness.
Another two ball bearings allow the
SW10 to rotate 360°.
The casters are incredibly quiet,
disturbing neither colleagues,
friends nor family.
Whether for focused work in the
office or for night-time gaming,
these casters are the ideal upgrade
for every chair.

PRECISE
BEARINGS

From the Street and into the Home
If it works well outdoors, then
it'll be even better indoors.
The SW10 impress with a
sporty, black design - which is
also applied to the inline
skates. Plain, conventional
office chairs can be given a
new look, and the motor racing
aesthetic of gaming chairs can
be given that final polish.
With an 11 x 22 mm stem, the
casters have a universal fitting
and can thus be attached to
most chairs.

Dimensions
11 mm

35 mm

22 mm

99 mm

75 mm

25 mm

Features
 75 mm wheel diameter
 Universal stem size: 11 mm x 22 mm
 Suitable for all Sharkoon gaming chairs
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